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Environment Study:

Identify 1 key feature

Develop it with extra detail and knowledge
“One key feature of... (words of the question) was.... This allowed...
… which meant that...’

Identify a second key feature
Develop it with extra detail and knowledge
“A second key feature of… (words of the question) was... This was
important because…”

5 Minutes on this Q

Annotate the sources in the booklet before you start your answer
Remember to consider the criteria:
Content of the source – what useful information do they give?
Provenance (NOP) – Evaluate the strength of the sources
CAT – How Comprehensive (full) is it? Accurate? Typical?
What can you infer from the sources?
In your answer, using the annotations from the sources:
Make judgements about the usefulness of EACH source giving clear
reasons based on the content and provenance of the sources.
Make sure you include relevant own knowledge (this will help when
discussing accuracy! Also CONTEXTUAL /Background knowledge
Be very clear when discussing STRENGHTS & LIMITATIONS
of the sources (how / why they are useful & not useful)
Remember to stay focused on the actual question, don’t just evaluate
the sources generally, link them to the actual question’s focus.

15 Minutes on this Q

Types of things you might say in this question:
Strengths:

Source A is useful because it helps us understand…
We also learn that… I can infer from the source that...
Limitations / weaknesses:

However Source A has some limitations, it does not provide us with
information on … or evidence of...

When considering the provenance NOP:
Strengths:

NATURE: Source A is a … The advantage of this is...
Limitations / weaknesses:
ORIGIN: However, we need to be careful about totally trusting the
impression given in source A because it was written by…
who was not even at the battle so how could he know this…
PURPOSE: Source B was written to report on the injuries not to
attack the government so probably wouldn't have negative…
Source B is very typical, many soldiers wrote diaries in the trenches…

Source A is quite accurate as it mentions … which I know is true...

It’s not very comprehensive though as it only talks about 1 battle, so…
DON’T forget to say how all of this makes the sources useful or not,

and make judgements on the best source, or best justification for your
opinion

Make sure all parts of your answer LINK together
Make sure the detail you want to find out more about
is linked to the focus of the question
“Quote” the detail from the source you’re following up
The question you ask should be linked to the detail
you’ve selected from the source and helping you stay
focused on the enquiry question.
Make sure you choose a source that will help
with your question.

Explain the advantage of using this type
of source over another type. What could it
tell you to help answer your own question?

5 Minutes on this Q

Medicine section:

Remember you only need ONE similarity or difference (make sure

you notice if it is similarity or difference in your paper).

Include details & knowledge from both time periods in the question
Give specific examples and EXPLAIN what the difference or

similarity is. Add some contextual / bigger picture knowledge too.
DON’T forget SPECIFIC knowledge eg Flagellants, don’t just say
they believed God had caused it so tried to please him…

Stay focused on the question, don’t just tell a story about each plague

“People in the fourteenth century reacted to
the Black Death by… this is because they
were... and felt that…
, people in the seventeenth century
during the Great Plague reacted by ... By
adopting similar strategies shows that...” etc
This questions focus will be either DIFFERENCES or SIMILARITIES

5 Minutes on this Q

PEEL paragraph 1
PEEL paragraph 2
PEEL paragraph 3

(12)

Paragraph 4 - CONCLUSION

You MUST write about 3 different reasons (3 separate paragraphs)
Each paragraph should be a PEEL (Point, Evidence, Explain, Link)
Remember, you need to use CONNECTIVES when explaining!
Within each paragraph / reason you should:

Start each paragraph with a sentence that identifies for the examiner
what factor / example you’re talking about in this paragraph using
the words of the question in that sentence.

Regularly refer back to the question using the words of the question.
Information / Knowledge is precisely selected to back up your point.

Your reasoning in saying why it led to ‘rapid change’ is clear.
Distinguish between not just change but rapid change.

Mini conclusion justifying / proving why this example led to ‘change’
or whatever the focus of your paper’s question is.
Separate conclusion summing up the precise cause of change from
each paragraph, then explaining which one of your factors / reasons
was the most important factor out of all 3 examples.

This questions focus will be either why CHANGE or why CONTINUITY

15 Minutes on this Q

Take the time to read both questions, choose the one you can get most
marks from.

Make sure you understand exactly what the question is asking for
PEEL paragraph 1 FOR or AGAINST
PEEL paragraph 2 FOR or AGAINST

PEEL paragraph 3 FOR or AGAINST
Paragraph 4 – Conclusion

Make sure you understand exactly what the question is asking for
PEEL paragraph 1 FOR or AGAINST
PEEL paragraph 2 FOR or AGAINST
PEEL paragraph 3 FOR or AGAINST
Paragraph 4 - Conclusion

Not at all
Lesser extent

HOW FAR

Totally

Larger extent

30 Minutes on this Q

Take time to plan your answer for your 3 examples / factors:
Put them under FOR or AGAINST the statement in the question
with specific points you’ll use in your answer. If you have more
points to discuss in the FOR heading, your answer will probably be
in agreement with the statement, or vice versa if AGAINST has more.
Even if you agree or disagree, you should still discuss both sides, just
remember to say HOW FAR they agree or disagree and why.

Be clear about reasons / criteria for your judgements, WHY was
one factor / example more important than another?
Layout example:
Opening sentence giving your judgement (the extent to which you agree or disagree)

Paragraph 1: On the one hand (point 1)
Paragraph 2: On the other hand (point 2)
Paragraph 3: However / as well [if supporting] (point 3)
Paragraph 4: Conclusion

Remember SPAG for this question – Good spelling and using historical terms.
Your answer will have CLEAR FOCUS on the question throughout (refer to it)
Your criteria for making YOUR judgement will be clear from the start and
referred to throughout the essay. You will use SPECIFIC and DETAILED
knowledge and contextual knowledge for your evidence. You’ll link your points
and argument together so you don’t contradict yourself.

Separate Source booklet

Don’t be afraid to write on this, make your annotations clear and
then you can just write them up in your answer to Q2a

Remember to only highlight info relevant to the Qs

Q2a

N

O
He was there

Q2a
Q2b

I can infer it was incredibly busy and didn’t have enough equipment

P

Annotate these sources in the booklet before you start your answer
Remember to consider the criteria:
Content of the source – what useful information do they give?
Provenance (NOP) – Evaluate the strength of the sources

CAT – How Comprehensive (full) is it? Accurate? Typical?
Does it support your knowledge? Or leave information out?
What can you infer from the sources?

